Currently, the fifteen new periodic solutions of Newtonian three-body problem with equal mass were reported byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović (PRL, 2013) [1] . However, using a reliable numerical approach (namely the Clean Numerical Simulation, CNS) that is based on the arbitrary-order Taylor series method and data in arbitrary-digit precision, it is found that at least seven of them greatly depart from the periodic orbits after a long enough interval of time. Therefore, the reported initial conditions of at least seven of the fifteen orbits reported byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] are not accurate enough to predict periodic orbits. Besides, it is found that these seven orbits are unstable.
Note that nearly all of these reported periodic orbits are planar. In 2013,Šuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] found by means of numerical approach that there exist four classes of planar periodic orbits of Newtonian three body with equal mass, with the above three families belonging to one class. Besides, they reported three new classes of planar periodic orbits and gave a few initial conditions for each class in 5-digit precision: they refined their initial conditions to the level of return proximity of less then 10 −6 by using the gradient descent method. For the details of their 15 planar periodic orbits, please refer to the gallery [14] . Especially,Šuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] expected their solutions "to be either stable or marginally unstable, as otherwise they probably would not have been found" by their numerical method.
Let the vector r i (t) denote the orbit of three body with equal mass, where i = 1, 2, 3, and t denotes the time, respectively. If the orbit is periodic with the period T , it holds r i (t) = r i (t + nT ) for arbitrary time t ≥ 0 and * sjliao@sjtu.edu.cn arbitrary integer n ≥ 1. If, given a tiny disturbance (for example at t = 0), the three-bodies greatly depart their periodic orbits after a long enough time, then the corresponding periodic orbits are unstable.
Suvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] used the gradient descent method to search for the initial conditions of the periodic orbits of three-body with equal mass. It is well-known that orbits of three-body problem are often chaotic, i.e. very sensitive to initial conditions. Thus, it is very important to gain reliable orbits of the threebody problem. However,Šuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] employed it only in the normal precision (i.e. 5-digit). Thus, their reported periodic orbits should be checked carefully using a more reliable approach.
To gain mathematically reliable numerical simulations of orbits of Newtonian three body problem, we use the so-called "Clean Numerical Simulation" (CNS) [15, 16] that is based on arbitrary-order Taylor series method (TSM) [17, 18] and the arbitrary precision library [19] of C. The TSM can trace back to Newton, Euler, Liouville and Cauchy. It has an advantage that its formula at arbitrarily high order can be easily expressed in the same form. So, from viewpoint of numerical simulations, it is rather easy to use the TSM at very high order so as to deduce the truncation error to a required level. Besides, the round-off error can be reduced to arbitrary level by means of the multiple precision (MP) library [19] . Let M denote the order of TSM and N s the number of significant digits of multiple-precision data, respectively. Unlike other numerical approaches, the CNS enforces that M increases together with N s , such as M = 2N s as illustrated by Liao [15] for chaotic solutions of Lorenz equation. More importantly, the reliability of one CNS simulation in a given finite but long enough interval is guaranteed by means of other better CNS simulations using larger M and/or smaller time step ∆t. In this way, the numerical noises can be decreased to such a small level that both arXiv:1312.6796v1 [astro-ph.EP] 24 Dec 2013 truncation and round-off errors are negligible in a given finite but long enough interval. For example, Liao [15] employed the CNS to accurately and reliably simulate the propagation of physical uncertainty of initial positions (at the dimensionless level 10 −60 ) of the chaotic Hamiltonian Hénon-Heiles system for motions of stars in a plane about the galactic center. Besides, using 1200 CPUs of the National Supercomputer TH-A1 and the modified parallel integral algorithm based on the CNS with the 3500th-order TSM and the 4180-digit multiple-precision data, Liao and Wang [20] currently gain, for the first time, a mathematically reliable simulation of chaotic solution of Lorenz equation in a rather long interval [0,10000]. All of these indicate that the CNS can indeed provide us a safe way to gain mathematically reliable simulations of chaotic dynamic systems in a finite but long enough interval. All numerical simulations reported here are obtained by the CNS with high enough order of TSM and accurate enough multiple-precision data, whose validity in a given long enough interval is confirmed by other better CNS simulations with higher-order TSM, and/or more accurate MP data, and/or smaller time step ∆t. For the detailed numerical algorithm, please refer to Liao [21] .
Suvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] reported the initial conditions of the newly found periodic orbits in the 5-digit precision. Currently, they obtained the more accurate initial conditions in the 15-digit precision (the seven among them are listed in Table I ) for the periodic orbits. In general, for chaotic dynamic systems, exact initial conditions of the periodic orbits should be irrational numbers, as illustrated by Viswanath [22] who reported the initial conditions of periodic solutions of Lorenz equation in accuracy of 500 significant digits.
Without loss of generality, let us consider the case of BUTTERFLY-I, i.e. the Class I.A.1 defined in [1] . Using the 20th to 50th order TSM and the 300-digit multiple precision data with the time step ∆t = 10 −5 , we obtain the corresponding trajectories of the three bodies in the interval [0, 200] . It is found that all of these trajectories agree well in the whole interval [0, 200] at least in 7 digits, for example as shown in Table II Table I is used. Greed line: periodic orbit reported in [1] .
tial condition in 15-digit precision of the periodic orbit BUTTERFLY-I found byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] is not accurate enough to guarantee periodic orbits.
The reliable simulations of orbits gained by means of the seven initial conditions listed in Table I and the CNS with the 300-digit multiple precision data (we will not repeat this point thereafter), high enough orders of TSM and small enough time step are gained in a similar way, respectively. All of these numerical simulations are guaranteed to be reliable in a finite but long enough interval. However, it is found that all of the seven initial conditions can not guarantee a periodic orbit.
In case of the moth-III, the orbits in the interval [0,590] gained by means of the initial condition listed in Table I and the 20th-order TSM with the 300-digit multiple precision and the time step ∆t = 10 −5 agree well in the 13 significant digits with those gained by the 25th-order TSM and the same time step. The orbits are almost periodic up to t = 560, i.e. about 22 periods (T = 25.8406180475758) of the moth-III, but thereafter depart the periodic ones far and far away. According to the CNS results given by the 25th-order TSM and the same time step, the collision occurs at about t = 699.45068, a little more than 27 periods of the periodic orbit reported byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] .
In the case of the goggles, the orbits in the interval [0, 90] given by the CNS with the 30th-order TSM and the time step ∆t = 10 −5 agree well in the 8 significant digits with those by the 15th-order TSM and the smaller time step ∆t = 10 −6 . It is found that the orbits are almost periodic only up to t = 55 (i.e. a little more than 5 periods of the goggles reported in [1] ), but thereafter depart from the periodic ones far and far away.
In the case of dragonfly, the orbits in the interval [0, 950] given by the CNS with the 25th-order TSM and the time step ∆t = 10 −5 agree well in the 4 significant digits with those given by the 30th-order TSM and the same time step. The orbits are almost periodic only up to t = 720, and thereafter depart the periodic ones far and far away.
In the case of yarn, the orbits in the interval [0,560] given by the CNS with the 25th-order TSM and the time step ∆t = 10 −5 agree well in the 7 significant digits with those given by the 30th-order TSM and the same time step. The orbits are almost periodic only up to t = 440, and thereafter depart the periodic ones far and far away.
In the case of yin-yang I (II.C.2a), the orbits in the interval [0, 320] given by the CNS with the 25th-order TSM and the time step ∆t = 10 −5 agree well in the 16 significant digits with those given by the 30th-order TSM and the same time step. The orbits are almost periodic only up to t = 250, thereafter depart from the periodic ones far and far away.
In the case of yin-yang I (II.C.2b), the orbits in the interval [0, 190] given by the CNS with the 25th-order Table I is used. Greed line: periodic orbit reported in [1] .
TSM and the time step ∆t = 10 −5 agree well in the 6 significant digits with those given by the 30th-order TSM and the same time step. The orbits are almost periodic only up to t = 135, thereafter depart from the periodic ones far and far away, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Besides, it is found that the orbits are sensitive to the initial conditions: adding a small disturbance at the level 10 −17 to the initial conditions in Table I , we gain a nonperiodic orbit that departs considerably from the original non-periodic ones for a long enough time. Thus, the orbits given by the seven initial conditions in Table I are unstable.
Using the original initial conditions (in 5-digit precision) of the considered seven orbits reported byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] , we gain the same conclusion: the seven corresponding orbits are non-periodic and unsta- Table I is used. Greed line: periodic orbit reported in [1] .
ble.
Therefore, according to our reliable numerical simulations based on the CNS, either the initial conditions in Table I of the reported seven "periodic" orbits are not accurate enough to predict a periodic ones, or the corresponding orbits are unstable. Thus, at least seven "periodic" orbits (listed in Table I ) of the Newtonian threebody problem found currently byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] are doubtful and should be checked very carefully.
The periodicity and stability of the other orbits reported byŠuvakov and Dmitrašinović [1] also should be doubt checked in details. 
